
CONSULTATIONQUESTIONS 

OverallApproach 

This consultafion reflects a continuation and development of the Scottish 
Government's current approach for mentalhealth. There is a general consensus that 
the broad direcfion is right but we want to consult on: 

• The overall structure ofthe Strategy, which has been organised under 14 broad 
outcomes and whether these are the right outcomes;- ' ' 

• Whether there are any gaps in the key challenges identified; 
• In addition to existing work, what further actions should be prioritised to help us to 

meet these challenges. 

The outcomes of this document whilst ambitious are welcome and Action on 
Depression appreciates the opportunity to comment. 

In general we found the document hard to navigate and could have made 
the process of responding easier, both in terms of language used, layout of 
the paper and broadness of the questions asked. 

The documenf was clinical in its nature and indeed refers to clinical 
outcomes and.treatment throughout, rather than a range of inten/entions. 
As such we think this is a missed opportunity and that a cross sector 
approach involving social work, local authority duties, housing and 
education is of primary importance. Specific menfion and join up needs to 
be made in relation to the work around Delivering for Mental Health agenda. 

Other than iritroduction, the bulk ofthe 14 outcomes and related questions 
appear to be weighted towards mental health rather than a balance 
bettA/een mental wellbeing, ill health and the broad spectrum in-bettA/een! 

We also felt the role of the voiuritary sector as a,key sen/ice provider was 
under recognised throughout the document. 

Improvement Challenge Type 1 

We know where we are trying to get to and what needs to happen to get us 
there, but there are significant challenges attached to implementing the 
changes. An example !of this is the implementafion of the Demenfia Strategy. There 
is a consensus that services for people with dementia are often not good enough 
and we already know about a range of actions that will improve outcomes. However 
some of these changes involve redesigning the way services are provided across 
organisational boundaries and there are significant challenges attached to doing this. 

Question 1: In these situations, we are keen to understand whether there is any 
additional action that could be taken at a nafional level to support local areas to 
implement the required changes. 

Comments 



The national central steer for local action and change is imperative and 
good examples of past practice from policy implementation tb change can 

i be showcased. When allocating funds, the government cbuld make it a 
I requirement/obligatory that a certain proportion ofthose funds be • 
I comnnissioned tb third sector organisations including those who operate on 
1 both a local and natipnal level. Third sector organisations have a key roie to 
! play in addressing a range of public need but resources can be difficult to 
I lever in from local systems. Third sector organisations like Action on 
j Depression provide a range of best value, flexible, outcome focussed 
j evidence based services that have a great potential to support NHS boards 
j and local authorities to meet their objectives and targets with respect tb 
5 delivering actions agairist service improvements and policy developments, 
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Improvenient Challenge Type 2 ^ , 

We know we need to improve servjce provision or that there is a gap in 
existing provision, but We do not yet know what changes would deliver better 
outcomes. Supporting sei^yices to improve care for people with developmental 
disorders or trauma are two^areas whete further wprk is needed to identify exactly 
what needs to happen to deliver improved outcomes. ! 

Quesfion 2: in these situafions, we are keen to get your views on what needs to 
happen next to develop a better understanding of what changes wbuld deliver better 
outcomes. 

: Comments , , , . , . ! 
I Scofiand hosts a diverse populafion and there are a range of geographical J 
j challenges to consider when approaching outcomes for pepple experiencing, J , 
! menfal ill-health and promoting mental well-being. 

In general there is still a real lack bf choice and range of support options at 
a iocal level fpr people experiericing low mood and/or depression. Mariy 
people experiencing depression have recurrent episodes and the spectrum 
of need is wide, where pepple will engage and then have .to re-engage with 
services at a later date. . -
The moye over the last 3-5 years ih Scotland has been to develop a tiered 
approach to addressing mental ill-health wifh iricreasing the availability of 
short-term psychological intervenfions. Whilsf a critical and welcome 
approach, the longer term benefits of these apprbaches can be,variable, 
and more needs tb be done to identify iniproved longer term outcomes for 
this client group, such as investment iri reftesher courses and programmes! 
peer support opportunities and a mix of additional approaches, including 
return to work programmes and other psychosocial intervenfions. ; 

More recognition within the strategy needs to be given to those with co-
morbid heafih problems as per the learning from the recent Living Better 
Programme. 

Training needs analysis:needs completed to build skills in GP's in relation to 
mental ill-health arid for those who are iri contact with people vulnerable to 
mental health problems such as midwives, health visitors and members of 
community health teams. ; • 

I / 

Outcome 1: People and communities act to protect and promote their mental 
health and reduce the likelihood that they will become unwell. 

:Questicii|3: Are there other actiprif^-we;<^putd be faking nattbriailly to tedbce'self 
liirm-ari!dfekuicide rates? ••' '•"H^ii. 

Interesting to note that the first question under this outcome relates to 
sujcide and self-harmJV^j[e^ 



[even having its own sttategy, the outcome is about protecting and -
promoting mental health and there needs to be more in this section about 
wellbeing and prevention. / 

"Mental Wellbeing" should be included in the outcome. 

We also do not feel it necessarily appropriate to link suicide and self-harm. 
Self-harm can often be used as a coping strategy and doesn't necessary 
result in suicide. Similariy those who complete suicide may not have a 
history of self-harm. / 

Question 4: What further actiori can we-take to confinue to reduce the stigma of 
mental illness and ill health and to reduce discriminafion? 

j While the anti-stigma pampaign/'See Me" has already made a big 
I difference, it is also important to highlight much more aptively programmes 
; suchi as the "Healthy Living Awards - Mental Health & VVellbeing 
j Commendafion"! There confinues tb be huge gaps in support, help and 
I understanding in the Workplace and as a result many pepple with poor 

riiental health continue to try and hold down employment, but feel they have 
nowhere to turn because they feel it's not taken seriously enough, or there is 
sfigma in the workplace. 

These are people in ,response to Q 9 who don't really fall into 'service user' 
definition. • 



Questibn 5: !Hbvv dp;^A^|b!up [DrbgiMs fh t̂!"!s!ef addressirig 
sf ig riia ;to: add f ess-f h 

Quesfion 6: What other acfions shpuldiiwe be taking to support promotion' of mental; 
wellbeing for individuals and within communifies? ' , 

Make the, message modern and simple - what do people rieed to do to 
maintain good mental health, similar tP 5 a day. Make it positive rather fhan 
doing less of whats bad e.g. drink less. Prpmote the message that people 

j with a diagnosed illness can have good mental health. Some good 
1 examples ofthis approach can be fbund on the Action on Depression web 
] based resources under "mood matters". 
j http://actioriondepression;org/campaiqns-media/mood-matters . ' 

Outcome 2: Action is focused on early years and childhood to respond quickly 
and to improve both short iand iong term outcomes. ; 

iiQuesittdri T ; ' ! ! ^ actions must we take to meet these challenges and 
improve access to-CAMHS? 

Cornments 

The concept of mental well-being arid emofional literacy needs to be 
introduced within primary and secondary schools. Through our web based 
resource www.lookokfeelcrap.org we receive requests for help and support 
from those as young as 12 years old. Children need to know where to turn 
for confidential help and support lorig before they may need a formal referral 
into child and adolescent services. Schemes such as the place2be -
http://vvvvw.theplace2be.org.uk/ should be actively supported within 
education and a range of non-stigmattsing resources should be made 
available. , 

^ e s t i o n 8: What additional national support do NHS Boards need to support 
Implementation ofthe HEAT target on access tp',s|geia I ist CAM 

Comments 

I Perhaps a tiered approach where both families and children are offered a 
I range of interventions, with only the most severe cases being referred on to 
I clinical psychology as required. , ! ' ' . , 



Outcome 3: People have an understanding of their own mentai health and if 
they are not well take appropriate action theriiselves or by seeking help. 

Quesfion 9; What further action do we need to take to enable people to take actions 
themselves to maintain and improve their mental health? 

See Q;6 - re; knowledge of lopking after your own mental health. Improve 
mental health literacy. Voluntary Organisations supporting people at 
greater risk of developing mental health problems need the knowledge and 
tools to support clients mental health - eariy intervention support. 

Services need to be accessible by people without the need for referral from 
a GP; especially low-intensity psychological therapies.. 

Ensure that psychological therapies and other support options/services are 
adequately recognised, financed and easily available locally in the 
community! 

Qubstiori 10c^Whaf approaPlies|d||we, need]!tp ;ericouragib!!bebple:;tQ!^e ;when 

See previous answer. 
Important to have a broad range of services available both in terms of type 
of service and where and when it can be accessed. For example many 
services offered by the NHS are only available 9-5, Mop - Fri which means 
that many people, including those working full-time canJ access services. 

The Voluntary Sector on the other hand often goes out of its Way in 
providing outrof-hours sen/ices, but these are under recognised and not 
supported or promoted enough by the statutory sector. They cari also not 
fully replace or be expected to be able to support very complex mental 
health cases yvhere highly specialised mental health experts are required. 

Outcome 4: First contact services Work well for people seeking help, whether 
in crisis or otherwise, and people riiove on to assessment and treatment 
services quickly. 

Question 11; What changes are needed to the way in which we design services so 
we can identify mental illness and disorder as eariy as possible and ensure quick 
access to treatment? 

We need to appreciate and understand more thaf its the 'littte' signals in 
someone's wellbeing that often indicate fhat things are not ok and 
I acknowledge that many people are aware of their deterioration at this point 

but are unclear where to turn to for help and support. While services often 
respond well to people seeking help, the ones who are turned away are not 
seen as being 'in need', but inevitably turn up 6 months'later in a much 
worse state. 
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I As in Q 3, we need a better focus on wellbeing and prevention services too. 



Outcome 5: Appropriate, evidence-based care and treatment for mental iiiness 
is avaiiabie when required and treatments are deiivered safely and efficientiy. 

Question 12; What support do NHS Boards and key partners need to apply service 
improvement approaches to reduce the amount of time spent on non-value adding 
activities? 

NHS Boards to lopk widely outside of the. Statutory Sector to identify who 
can provide appropriate evidence-based care and treatmenf. 

Clearer understanding of appropriate. For example a clear balance 
between low-intensity psychological interventions and high-intensity. 
Important to acknowledge that people receiving low-intensity interventions 
at an earlier stage may not need more intensive interventions later on! 
Increased availability of low-intensity intervenfions vi/ill help NHS Boards tb 
meet HEAT target (18 weeks) and will also free up services currently 
receiving inappropriate referrals. 

Quesfion 13: What support do NHS Bbards and key partners need to put Integrated 
Care Pathways into practice? v. 

I Perhaps better IT systems that can track and integrate a hplistic approach 
i of care and outcomes across sectors. 

Outcome 6: Care and treatment is focused on the whoie person and their 
capability for growtb, self-management and recovery. 

Question 14; How do we confinue to develop service user involvement in-service 
design and delivery apd in the care provided? 

The term 'service user' is too narrow. If is important for all people being 
offered services, support and treatmenf in relatipn to their mental health the 
chance to be involved in deciding which service options seem most likely to 

I be beneficial. This includes people who may only see a GP a few fimes and 
I no repeat episodes i.e. they don't really fall into 'sen/ice user' definifion. 
There is little mention of advocacy in this document and many service users 
require advocacy support and have a right to it as per Jhe Mental Health 
(Care and Treatment) Act, Scotland. Advocacy could play a key role in 
facilitafing user feedback as could greater support and recognition of 
community peer support groups. 

Question 15: What tools are needed to support service users, families, carers and 
staff: to achieve mutually beneficial partnerships? 

Services should be measured on qualitative putcomes for the individual apd 
not just per clinical outcpmes. 
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QUistip|i16: !l-|b^ enibed and demonstrate the outcomes of person 
centred and valu^^|ased approaches to providing !car^nih!^entailhealtt|^ 

fv ia training and an agreed set of core competencies for those responsible ( ] 
for care giving. - ^ 

Sa 

Queitibn: 17: Hbw do wê ^̂ ^ ofthe new Scottish Recovery 
^indipateiri^RI)^'*?'-^^ !;"-!'-!''-' • • 'd-:- ' ' 

I Nafional ?orums/events, showcasing good practice arid user tesfimony. ] 

Quesfion 18: How can the Scottish Recovery Network develop its effectiveness to 
support embedding recoyery approaches across different professional groups? 

j Needs to evidence longer terni efficiency and recovery by raising the 
volume of the user voice so that professional groups understand the va|ue 

j in the approach. Needs to make WRAP more available so that the third 
( sector can disseminate the approach. 

Outcome 7: The role of family and carer's as part of a system of Care is 
understood and supported by professional staff. 

•Quesfioff|j;9: Ht^^ we SuppSiJ faiiriilies M d barb to participate meaningfully in 
caifeiandlrgatmerif?#iii:,,..'::-;.,.! ",.,, --i., ';,!.,.,.--' 

! This outcome needs to recognise broader netvvorks pf support that an ~] 
I individual may have. Many people experiencing mental ill health will neither ! 
i have, nor need or recognise/associate themselves with the idea of a cater, j 

• Many psychological therapies are based on a concept of change. Families, I 
j carers and others supporting an individual may benefit from a better ; 
I understanding Pf the therapy in ordel- to provide support tp an individual j 
j making any changes, and also ensure they don't adversely prevent the j 
i individual from making changes. 1 
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Question 20: What support do staff need to . help them provide informatton for 
families and carers to enable families and carers to be involved in their relative's 
care? 

Clear information about the range of third sector organisations who may 
have more time to support relatives'/family members. Clear access to 
information in relation to their rights/legislation and processes. 

Outcome 8: The balance bf community and inpatient services is appropriate to 
meetthe needs of tiie population safely, efficiently and with good outcomes. 

Quesfion 2|g^How can we capitalise on the knowledge and experience developed in 
thos@;<area|ffhat have redesigned services to build up a national picture of what 
wor | i% deijier b 

I Again by show casing these approaches via national forums and j 
j conferences and/or web based respurces. It may work well to showcase | 
j how such an approach/system change can saVe local areas mpney to j 
j reinvest into their services as was the case with Doing Well by People with ^ 
j Depression in Argyll and Clyde (as |t was knoWn then) by rafionalising I 
I prescribing. . , ( ' j 
i ' •' ,- - . • ' ' - • -- ' ! 
i - . • • - - • . - - • - • , • I • • 

Outcome 9: The reach of mental health services is improved to give better 
access to minority and high risk groups and those who might not otherwise 
access services. 

iQuesifiori ^2:lHow do we enslrelthat infPrmafibri is used to monitor who is using 
gervices and JMimprove the accesstbijity of seryices? 

j If monitoring is.going to be used to identify who is and who isn't accessing 1 
I services, then it needs to be done in a way that can then be fed back to 
; local arid national decision arid policy makers so that gaps can be identified i 
I and acfion taken.' For this to be done, monitoring quesfions need some 
I level of consistency and need to be easy tb understand by individuals 
! complefing quesfionnaires, short and simple. i 

Qu^^fion 23: Hpw do we disseminate learrii;f|i§bout what is important to make 
seriliges accessible? , ' "^^^^^_....dd::•:..-.- . :.^-Md.dd:dl...... - -

pVia nafipnal policy! existing structures such as f AM FS; Choose Life etc. ; j 
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Question 24: In addition to services fpr bide'r people, developmental disorders and 
frauma, are there other significant gaps in sen/ice provision? 

Focus here doesn't need to be entirely on gaps which are identified and 
then added to the list, but rather Ipok at high risk/vulnerable groups and 
identify hPw the organisafions suppbrting these groups can have a better 
understanding and knowledge in order to provide support at an eariy stage. 

Outcome 10: Mental health services work well with other services such as 
learning disability and substance misuse arid are integrated in other settings 
such as prisons, care homes and general medical settings. 

Quesfiori 25: In addition to the work already in place to support "the National 
Dementia Demonstrator sites and Learning Disability CAMHS, what else dp' you 
think we should be doing nationally to support NHS Boards and their key partners to 
wor|5 together to deliver person centred care? . 

I Clear direction on managing people with alcohoTdependency issues and | 
mental health prbblems. 

Quesfion 26: In addifion tb the proposed work in acute hospitals arPund people with 
demenfia and the work identified above with female prisoners^ are there any other 
actions that you think should be nafional priorities over the next 4 years to meetthe 
challenge of providing an integrated approach to mental health service delivery? 

As previous, greater integrated working and recognition ofthe role ofthe 
third sector this includes appropriate financing of it by NHS and local 
authorities. - , ' ' 

...... ' } ' • • • ' • 
I The needs of peopie over 65 need to be appropriately recognised within this 
I document and not lost within the more specific work around demenfia: We 
i welcome the opportunities offered by the new Change Fund in respect of 
' this area of work. . 

Outcome 11: The health and social care workforce has the skills and 
knowledge to undertake its duties effectively and displays appropriate 
attitudes and behaviours in their work with service users and carers. 
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Question 27: How do we support implenientation df Promoting Excellence across all 
health and social care settings? ' ' 

Raising awareness ofthe strategy across sectors. 

Question 28: In addition to developing a survey to support NHS Boards' workforce 
planning, around the psychological therapies IHEAT target - are there any other 
surveys that yyould be helpful at a national level?. 

fUnderstanding of the role of the fhird sector and of awareness of what is 
1 available both locally and nationally to support the workfprce meet their 
j targets. . - - ' , . ' , 
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Questton 29: What are the other priorities for workforce develbpment and planning 
over the next 4 years? VVhat is needed to support this? > . 

Look beyond traditional mental health sen/ice provision (statutory and non
statutory) and identify who else can support self-help, lovy-intensity 
psychological and social therapies. 

See answer above Q 29 ; 

Outcome 12; We know how well the mental health system is functioning on the 
basis of national and local data on capacity, activity, outputs and outcomes. 

Question 31: In addifion to the current work to further develop nafional benchmarking 
resources, is there anything else we should be doing to enable us to meet this 
challenge. 

I Monitor carefully against other;data collected, suicide stats, prescribing ; 
I patterns, hpspital admissions etc. 

Questton 32: What would support services locally in their work to embed clinical 
outcomes reporting as a routine aspect of care delivery? 

Perhaps a simple package/software that data could be inputted t̂  I 
streamline client data and clinical improvement. \ 1 

/Outcome 13: The process of improvement is supported acrbss ail health and 
social care settirigs in the knowledge that change is complex and challeriging 
and requires leadership, expertise and investment. ( 

QubStiOTf33: l̂ lfhe^^^ 
next 4 years that would support services to meet this challenge? 

To highlight where system charige where complex has been effective and 
how so thaf other settings can as appropriate pilot a tailored approach apd 
learn from' it. " 
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Question 34: What specifically needs to happen"nationally arid locally to ensure we 
effectively integrate the range of improvement work" in mental health? 

As previously a range of national events and follow up bulletins/forum/web 
based resources need tp follow pn from.this consultation to facilitate 
learning and awareness of information. 

Outcome 14: The legai framework promotes and supports a rights based 
model in respect of the treatment, care and protection of individuals with 
mentai illness, learning disability and personality disorders. 

Quesfibh;35!;!Hpyyt;dp^we andijte^tment 
iis'deliyered in line with legislative requirements? 

Training and inducfion issue, plus regular updates and annuaf appraisals. 
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